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Libbey Foodservice 

Novelties 2020 / 2021 

  



 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

 
 

 

Libbey bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

Original design (reproduction of 

a real size 33cl slim can)  

 

Range extension (Can glasses)  

 

Big decoration area  

 

Multi-purpose (Cocktails, Soda 

or RTDs) 

 

Libbey Portugal production 

 

 

SKINNY CAN TUMBLER 

 
 

 

 

 ITEM Nº     SKU NL     DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

31042VCP32 825053 SKINNY CAN 33cl – 11,25oz 6 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Hometainment trend is linked to the growing at-home consumption, as a 

replacement of not being able to go to bars during the lockdown. A new way 

to drink and socialize has moved to our homes, consumers want to take 

control of the preparation process, reproducing in-house the bar 

environment and use new gadgets to create beverages at home. The 

pandemic crisis has undoubtedly spread and accelerated this movement 

and the RTD (Ready to Drink) sector has benefitted from it, with lots of new 

brands hitting the market with the launch of alcoholic alternatives in cans 

(Hard Seltzers, Canned cocktails and Hard coffee/tea).  

 

The introduction of Skinny Can in the market represents an excellent 

opportunity and solution to approach brands and conquer new customers. 

This shape reproduces a real slim can 33cl, with the purpose to serve, in a 

funny way, RTDs, cocktails, soda, beer or juice. Due to its straight walls, 

this tumbler is ideal for decoration projects, becaming an exceptional item 

for offers and promotions, both in B2B or Retail. 
 
 



 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

 
 

 

Libbey bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

Elegant design (cut glass effect) 

 

 

Clear area for decoration 

 

 

Perfect for spirits on the rocks 

and the classic old fashioned 

cocktail 

 

 

Additional capacities under 

development – HB/Cooler 

 

 

Libbey Portugal Production 

 

 

CHEERS DOF + HB 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM Nº     SKU NL     DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

2060VCP34   921182 CHEERS DOF 35cl – 11,75oz 6 

2060VCP33 829730 CHEERS HB 35cl – 11,75oz 6 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 
The Cheers range has a distinctive modern vintage design, reminding the 
traditional cut glasses, very popular in the 1st half of the 20th century. This 
timeless shape can be associated to the 1940’s and 50’s, the classic period of 
American Noir Movies, with its typical post-war crime melodramas. Extravagant 
yet luxurious plots, featuring some of the most iconic Hollywood stars, playing the 
role of dangerous gangsters or mysteriously seductive vamps, often filmed 
smoking a cigar and holding a glass of whisky. 
 
Perfectly matching the current fashion for vintage chic pieces, these tumblers are 
elegant yet versatile glasses. The DOF suits a simple whisky on the rocks, as good 
as it wears a classic Old Fashioned cocktail. Besides cocktails, the new High Ball is 
also perfect to serve mocktails and even soft drinks with ice. 
 
The big clear area on the upper part of the glasses, make them ideal for 
decoration purposes in the B2B market.  
 
 



 
 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

 

Bespoke means ‘specially designed for you’. Libbey designed the Bespoke 

range for sophisticated surroundings looking to create  the ultimate and refined 

drinking experience. The long and thin stem, coupled with its large footplate 

and Finesse Laser cut rim, create an imposing yet understated presence, 

giving that premium feel to every environment. 

 

Bespoke range consists of three ideally shaped and sized silhouettes. A 

distinct coupe, the classic Nick & Nora and a modernist take on the iconic  

Martini, creating both a functional versatile and yet aesthetically inspiring 

range.  

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

Classic cocktail shapes 

 

 

Finesse Laser Cut rim; an after 

process which results in a very 

fine polished rim 

 

 

Thin & tall stem 

 

 

Enlarged foot plate 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

 

BESPOKE 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM NO. SKU   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

46003 460605 Bespoke Coupe 28 CL -  9 OZ 6 

43003 430301 Bespoke Nick & Nora 15 CL - 5 OZ 6 

44003 440409 Bespoke Martini 19 CL -  6.75 OZ  6 



 
 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

 
Add some color to your table with these summerish colorful Hobstar glasses! 

 

After the big success of the Autumn/Winter colors, we now present you the 

Spring/Summer colors. These beautiful colors add a discreet, yet 

sophisticated dimensionality to the Hobstar glass. 

 

Inspired by the summer sunset and the color trends ‘Sharing emotions’ and 

‘Strawberry Pales’ this edition offers you a broad palette of stylish colors: 

Tender Taupe, Pale Yellow, Ebony Green, Coral Pink, Charm Lavender and 

Sky Blue.  

 

With these glasses you create the ultimate summer feeling. Perfect for 

serving soft drinks, cocktails or water. 

   

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

Heritage glass shape in classic 

vintage style 

 

 

Made of strong durable glass, 

but with the appearance of 

crystal glass 

 

 

Perfect for soft drinks, cocktails 

or even water 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 6, with glass label 

 

 

 

 

 

HOBSTAR COLORED 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Spring/summer 2020 colors 
Tender Taupe 

Pale Yellow 

Ebony Green 

Coral Pink 

Charm Lavender 

Sky Blue 

ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

2651VCP35 922103 Hobstar Tender Taupe DOF 35,5CL Box/6 6 

2651VCP35 922271 Hobstar Pale Yellow DOF 35,5CL Box/6 6 

2651VCP35 922288 Hobstar Ebony Green DOF 35,5CL Box/6 6 

2651VCP35 922295 Hobstar Coral Pink DOF 35,5CL Box/6 6 

2651VCP35 922301 Hobstar Charm Lavender DOF 35,5CL Box/6 6 

2651VCP35 922318 Hobstar Sky Blue DOF 35,5CL Box/6 6 



 

 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

 

Hobstar gets its name from a specific cut glass design unique to Libbey that 

was developed between 1876 and 1925, also known as the ‘brilliant period of 

American cut glass’. Fitting perfectly with the current fashion for vintage chic, 

this range is a testament to how truly great design always endures. So that 

despite its long history, Libbey’s Hobstar is as popular today as it has ever 

been. With glasses that are highly functional and versatile, and come with the 

signature Libbey qualities of strength and distinctive looks. 

 

The whole range offers seven different shapes: the Shot, DOF, Coupe, Cooler, 

Cocktail/Wine and Hi-Ball (new). The Hi-Ball, with a capacity of 35.5CL, is a 

new shape and therefore a range extension of the successful Hobstar shape. 

 

The new Hi-Ball comes in a commercial size of 35.5CL, in addition to the DOF 

bestseller and the big shape of the Cooler (47CL). It’s perfect for soft drinks, 

cocktails or even water. 

 

  

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

Heritage glass shape 

 

 

Classic vintage style 

 

 

Cut glassware 

 

 

Made of strong durable glass, 

but with the appearance of 

crystal glass 

 

 

Addition to the best selling 

Libbey’s glass design 

 

  

Perfect for soft drinks, cocktails 

or even water 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

 

 

HOBSTAR HI-BALL 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

2651VCP36  829877  Hobstar Hi-Ball 35.5 CL – 12 OZ 12 



COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Libbey reintroduces the ‘Modern America’ range with pride. This range is a 

revival of the company's historical ‘Modern America’ range, inspired by 

America’s first fine handcrafted glass. 

 

Libbey’s historical ‘Modern America’ range wore the signature of the American 

designer, Edwin W. Fuerst. This range was first created in an era of 

transformation, coinciding with the last years of the Art Deco period, the first 

World’s Fair, the II World War and the end of fine completely handcrafted glass 

by Libbey, (due to the conversion to the war effort). 

 

The stemware comes in five different shapes: the Coupe, Wine/Cocktail, 

Nick&Nora, Gin&Tonic and Martini. The tall & bold stem along with the sturdy 

foot portray the Art Deco Buildings (Empire State Building and Chrysler 

Building) which have became unmissable landmarks in New York City. The 

sleek and curvaceous silhouette of the bowl make these glasses the perfect 

choice when serving and sipping exquisite liquors, wines and cocktails.  

  

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

Heritage glass shape 

 

 

Modern vintage stem 

 

 

Classic cocktail shapes 

 

 

 Perfect for liquors, wines and 

cocktails. 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

 

MODERN AMERICA 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

16041 411607 Modern America Coupe 28 CL – 9.5 OZ 6 

05041 410556 Modern America Wine/Cocktail 22 CL – 7.5 OZ 6 

13041 411300 Modern America Nick&Nora 14 CL – 4.5 OZ 6 

14041 411409 Modern America Martini 19 CL – 6.5 OZ 6 

02041 412406 Modern America Gin&Tonic 59 CL – 20 OZ 6 



COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Libbey reintroduces the ‘Modern America’ range with pride. This range is a 

revival of the company's historical ‘Modern America’ range, inspired by 

America’s first fine handcrafted glass. 

 

Libbey’s historical ‘Modern America’ range wore the signature of the American 

designer, Edwin W. Fuerst. This range was first created in an era of 

transformation, coinciding with the last years of the Art Deco period, the first 

World’s Fair, the II World War and the end of fine completely handcrafted glass 

by Libbey, (due to the conversion to the war effort). These were gloomy years, 

but it was in this period that the people began to revive and refocus on the 

essentials. All of this together makes ‘Modern America’ an iconic and 

meaningful range.  

 

Libbey has reinvented this iconic range to meet the demands of today’s 

customers. The tumblers come in four different shapes and sizes: the Collins, 

Rocks, DOF and High-ball. The tumblers robust and detailed base upholds the 

curved bottom and  thick walls of the glass, ending in a slightly open rim. 

These tumblers are ideal for all types of drinks (except hot drinks).  

 

These glasses have DuraTuff treatment which results in remarkably durable 

glassware with prolonged service life. 

 

  

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Super-strengthening, heat-

treating after-process that 

increases the durability of the 

glass  

 

 

Heritage glass shape 

 

 

Modern vintage style 

 

 

Consists of the 4 most 

commercial capacities 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

 

 

MODERN AMERICA 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

2996VCP35  829563 Modern America Hi-Ball 35.5 CL – 12 OZ 12 

2996VCP26  829181 Modern America Collins 26.5 CL – 9 OZ 12 

2996VCP34  829617 Modern America DOF 34.5 CL – 11.5 OZ 12 

2996VCP28  829600 Modern America Rocks 28 CL – 9.5 OZ 12 



COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

The craft beer movement is growing into a worldwide phenomenon.  

Europe’s increasing demand for special types like Trappist, IPA’s, Porters or 

Wheat beer, is pushed by the multitude of flavors and styles that makes it an 

intellectual beverage.  

In response, Libbey has expanded its beer glass offering with the launch of a 

new 44cl stemware, perfect for iconic Belgian classic beers such as 

Trappist, Tripel, Dubbel and Flemish Red. 

 

Belgium’s brewing culture dates back to at least the 12th century, when the 

Church granted monasteries permission to brew and distribute beer as a 

source of income. Trappist beer, originating in the Cistercian Abbey of La 

Trappe, in 1685, was brewed mainly in France and Belgium.  

To this day, to be officially recognized as a Trappist beer brewing must be 

done within the monastery’s walls. Sadly, the French Revolution, two World 

Wars and changing times took their toll, and there are now only 11 official 

Trappist breweries left, 6 of them in Belgium.  

 

Today, with over 200 breweries and a dozen different styles, Belgian beer is 

on UNESCO’s list of intangible cultural heritage of humanity. 

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

Libbey bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

Elegant design 

 

 

Perfect for specialty beers:  

Trappist and other Belgian styles 

(Abbey, Tripel, Dubbel or Flemish 

Red). 

 

 

Libbey Portugal Production 

 

 

44cl 

 

 

Will be added to Libbey 

Foodservice beer range  

 

 

MONASTIC 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM Nº     SKU NL     DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

  3990VCL44   828054 MONASTIC 44cl – 15oz 6 



ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

12041 812367 Newton Cooler 20 Oz – 29.2 Cl           12 

12040 812350 Newton Cooler 16 Oz – 47,3 Cl           12 

12039 812343 

Newton Beverage 12 Oz – 

35,5 Cl 
          12 

12038 812336 Newton DOF 12 Oz – 35,5 Cl           12 

12037 812329 Newton Rocks 10 Oz – 29,6 Cl           12 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 
The unique design of Libbey’s Newton glassware gives it more than its sturdy, yet chic, 

modern aesthetic. Contemporary style and reliable function unite to enhance beverage 

presentations, while providing the commercial durability you expect. 

 

Straight sides converge with a recessed track around the middle, creating incredible 

stacking functionality and an effortless grip, either when holding one single glass or 

carrying multiple beverages. 

 

Newton strikes an ideal balance of function, durability and contemporary style – which 

makes it a great choice for polished casual dining banquets and fast-paced 

environments. 

All Newton glasses are Heat-treated for enhanced durability, reducing overall glassware 

cost over time. 

 

Full range: rocks to cooler (pint) sizing – versatility for any beverage. 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Heat Treated & Safedge Rim 

Guarantee 

 

Stackable 

 

Full range: rocks to cooler (pint) 

size 

 

Recessed track in designed to 

confidently carry multiple 

glasses and 

offer firm grip 

 

Competitively priced 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

Ideal for hospitality 

 

 

NEWTON 
 

 
 

 

 

 



ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

12015 812404 

Orbital Beverage 25,1 cl – 8,5 

oz 
          12 

12016 812411 

Orbital Beverage 35,5 cl – 12 

oz 
          12 

12017 812428 Orbital Beverage 44,4 cl- 15 oz           12 

12018 812432 Orbital Rocks 29,6 cl – 10 oz           12 

12019 812442 Orbital Rocks 49,5 cl- 16,75 oz           12 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Maximize your space, from storage to showpiece. 

 

Introducing Orbital, Libbey’s first stackable stemless glassware available to the 

foodservice market. 

 

Its innovative design provides a space-saving stacking solution, while 

maintaining the stemless glassware aesthetic operators and customers have 

become 

accustomed to. 

 

The range features Libbey’s Heat Treated technology for enhanced durability 

and come with our unique Safedge Rim Lifetime Guarantee. 

 

A contemporary take on traditional stemless, its distinctive base and 

streamlined appearance and the 5 capacities provide versatility for presenting 

spirits and cocktails, trend-forward non-alcoholic beverages and upscale water 

service. 

 

The orbital range is also ideally suited for elegant desert and starter 

presentations. High paced venues and catering operators will appreciate the 

glasses  stack while filled allowing for space saving storage after mise-en-place 

and quick serving. 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Safedge® Rim Lifetime 

Guarantee 

 

Heat-treated for enhanced 

durability, reducing total 

glassware cost over time 

 

Stackable 

 

Unique base elevates the drink, 

while providing additional 

stacking stability 

 

Versatility for serving spirits, 

cocktails, water and desserts 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

 

 

ORBITAL 
 

 
 

 

 

 



 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

 
 

Libbey bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

Straight walled shape  

(ideal also for FS market) 

 

 

Clear area for decoration 

 

 

3 capacities for gauging at: 

0,25L / 0,40L / 0,50L 

 

 

Libbey Portugal Production 

 

 

 

PROST MUGS 

 
 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Despite mass market beer has been slowly going down, experiencing a shift 

towards the increasingly popular Craft Beer, traditional beer styles still 

represent the majority of global beer consumption. 

Beer mugs are quite popular, especially in central European countries, such 

as Austria or Czech Republic or Germany, where beer is normally served in 

large beer mugs/tankards. 

Although more frequently used to serve traditional Pilsner beer, beer mugs 

can accommodate all beer styles. 

Its thick walls helps insulate the beer, keeping it cool longer, while the 

handle helps to prevent hands from inadvertently warming it up. 

The handle is also an added feature when toasting with friends. In fact, the 

name of the range is directly linked to this use, as “PROST” is the German 

word for “cheers”. 

 

The straight walled design of this range, make it ideal for decoration 

purposes in the B2B market.  

 

ITEM Nº     SKU NL     DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

21003VCN64 820478 PROST MUGS 64cl – 21,75oz 6 

21003VCN49 820171 PROST MUGS 49cl – 16,50oz 6 

21003VCN32 820164 PROST MUGS 32cl – 10,75oz 6 



 
 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Looking at the shape of the new TarQ range, you might recognize the 

sophisticated refined design of the LinQ range. It has all the functional qualities 

you’d expect: superb stackability, the versatility to measure up in any 

surroundings, and the DuraTuff® strength to withstand the roughest treatment 

time and time again. 

 

The newly-created TarQ range is made from clear glass and shows an abstract 

interpretation of Scottish tartan. Its distinctive geometrical pattern creates a 

sophisticated and refined look, which complements the aesthetics of this 

timeless design spectacularly. These glasses are sure to add a sophisticated 

edge to any table setting.   

 

The whole range offers three different shapes: the Rocks, DOF and Hi-Ball. 

These glasses are suitable for all types of drinks, whether it’s a soft drink, spirit 

or cocktail. 

 

These glasses have DuraTuff treatment which results in remarkably durable 

glassware with prolonged service life. 

 

  

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Super-strengthening, heat-

treating after-process that 

increases the durability of the 

glass  

 

 

Stackable (also in the freezer!) 

 

 

Multipurpose usage 

 

 

Developed for high pace service 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

 

 

TARQ 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

21002VCP26 829891  TarQ Rocks 26 CL – 9 OZ  12 

21002VCP35 829884  TarQ DOF 35,5 CL – 12 OZ 12 

21002VCP36 829907  TarQ Hi-Ball 35,5CL – 12 OZ  12 



 
 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

 

The Gats was the winning concept of the second edition of the Glassology 

Design Contest. Creator Yochen Verbeeck from Belgium enchanted the judges 

with his great story and beautiful creation. The Gats was inspired by three 

different sources. First of all the golden age of Art Deco – seen in the smooth, 

curved lines and polished surface. But Yochen was also inspired by “The Great 

Gatsby”, F. Scott Fitzgerald’s landmark novel set in the glamourous Roaring 

Twenties in New York – captured in the elegant and stylish details: mysterious 

and understated, just like Gatsby, the novel’s hero. A third source of inspiration 

came from a vase that was always filled with fresh flowers in the house of 

Yochen’s grandmother. 

 

The whole range offers three different shapes: the Rocks, Hi-Ball and DOF 

(new). The DOF, with a capacity of 35.5CL, is a new shape and therefore a 

range extension of this Art Deco inspired range. 

 

The new DOF comes in a commercial size of 35.5CL. It’s perfect for all kinds of 

drinks. 

 

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Designed by bartenders  

 

 

Inspired by the Art Deco era 

 

 

Commercial size addition to the 

existing family 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

 

 

THE GATS 
 

 
 

 

 

 

ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION Pcs/Box 

2970VCP36 820485  The Gats DOF 35.5 CL – 12 OZ 12 



ITEM NO. SKU NL   DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

1700 812459 

Tolenna Stackable Beer 47,3 cl – 

16 oz 
          12 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

With the continued growth of craft and craft-style beer, restaurant guests 

continue to seek new, authentic beer experiences. 

 

Tolenna is designed to enhance the presentation of premium-priced beers and 

can also enhance the aroma and flavor of beers. And, it is designed to be 

stackable, so it saves backbar space, too. 

 

From the darkest of stouts to the hpppiest of IPA’s: Tolenna’s is designed to 

suit a wide variety of beers. 

 

Invest in Tolenna to elevate your beer presentation, differentiate from the old 

mixing glass, and watch your sales and profits grow.. 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Safedge® Rim Lifetime 

Guarantee 

 

 

Stackable to reduce 

storage impact 

 

 

Wide base for stability in 

service, helps prevent spills 

 

 

 16 oz. size excellent for 

bottle and draught 

 

 

Design is flexible for serving 

beer styles from sessionable 

lagers to 

hoppy IPA 

 

 

Bulk Carton / 12 

 

 

 

TOLENNA 
 

 
 

 

 

 



ITEM Nº     SKU NL     DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

  3713VCL49   828078   ARÔME BEER 49cl - 16,5oz 6 

  3713VCL37   828047   ARÔME BEER 37cl – 12,5oz 6 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

The Arôme range has been extended also to the beer segment. 

The convex shape of the bowl has been carefully design to allow the 

aromatic complexity of any beer to stand out and it’s narrower opening helps 

to concentrate the foam on the top of the glass. 

 

Because its unique design is equally suited to opening out the flavors and 

aromas of special beers, we have now developed two new stemware 

capacities (37cl and 49cl). Matching the uprising Craft Beer movement, 

these elegant glasses can easily accommodate all types of beer, from the 

regular ales (top fermenting) and lagers (bottom fermenting) to the far less 

popular lambics (wild fermented). 

 

This range already includes a snifter glass, perfect for spirit tastings, and two 

larger stemware (60cl and 67cl), great for mixed spirits. Now there’s also a 

new Arôme DOF size, ideal for whisky, bourbon or other spirits on the rocks.  

 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

Libbey bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

Unique and functional design 

 

 

Enhances the aromas and 

flavors of any beer style (ale, 

lager or lambic) 

 

 

Convex shape with narrow rim 

for beer foam concentration 

 

 

Libbey Portugal Production 

 

 

0,3L and 0,4L 

 

 

 

ARÔME BEER 
 

 
 

 

 

 



ITEM Nº     SKU NL     DESCRIPTION     PCS / BOX 

  3713VCP35   828061 ARÔME DOF 35cl – 12oz 6 

 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 
 

Libbey bulk Carton / 6 

 

 

Unique and functional design 

 

 

Enhances the aromas and 

flavors of spirits 

 

 

Perfect for spirits served on the 

rocks 

 

 

Libbey Portugal Production 

 

 

0,3L and 0,4L 

 

 

 

ARÔME DOF 
 

 
 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION & MEDIA 
 

Libbey is launching a new addition to the Arôme range.  

Initially developed for cognacs and brandies, Arôme glasses are shaped to 

regulate the amount of alcohol released, bring out the spirit’s aromatic 

complexity and, with its convex opening, prevent any burning sensation in 

the nose. 

 

The range already has a snifter glass, perfect for spirit tastings, and two 

larger stemware (60cl and 67cl), great for Gin & Tonic, Rum & Cola or 

Whiskey & Ginger, matching the modern mixology trend.  

 

Now Libbey introduces a new DOF size, ideal for whisky, bourbon or other 

spirits on the rocks, such as rum and liqueurs. 

 


